Assemblies of interacting Rydberg atoms show promise for the quantum simulation of transport phenomena, quantum chemistry and condensed matter systems. Such schemes are typically limited by the finite lifetime of Rydberg states. Circular Rydberg states have the longest lifetimes among Rydberg states but lack the energetic isolation in the spectrum characteristic of low angular momentum states. The latter is required to obtain simple transport models with few electronic states per atom. Simple models can however even be realized with circular states, by exploiting dipoledipole selection rules or external fields. We show here that this approach can be particularly fruitful for scenarios where quantum transport is coupled to atomic motion, such as adiabatic excitation transport or quantum simulations of electron-phonon coupling in light harvesting. Additionally, we explore practical limitations of flexible Rydberg aggregates with circular states and to which extent interactions among circular Rydberg atoms can be described using classical models.
I. INTRODUCTION
We refer to flexible Rydberg aggregates as assemblies of Rydberg atoms that exhibit excitation transport or collective exciton states and are mobile in a possibly restricted geometry [1] . They exhibit links between motion, excitation transport and coherence [2] [3] [4] [5] and spatially inflated Born-Oppenheimer surfaces for the simulation of characteristic phenomena from the nuclear dynamics of complex molecules [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Most related experiments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and theory in this direction have so far focussed on aggregates based on Rydberg states with low angular momenta, l = 0, 1, 2, due to the possibility of direct excitation and the energetic isolation provided by the energy gap to the nearest other states. For example |E(| n = 49, d ) − E(| n = 50, p )| = 18.9 GHz in 87 Rb, which can be much larger than energy scales accessible by Rydberg aggregate dynamics. Here n is the principal quantum number. However inertia and spontaneous decay limit realistic flexible Rydberg aggregate sizes to less than ∼ 4 − 10 atoms for these low angular momentum states.
Rydberg atomic properties are qualitatively changed in circular states, where angular momentum is maximised to l = n − 1 and pointing along the quantisation axis m = l, or nearby l = n − 2, m = l = n − 2. Most notably, circular states can have orders of magnitude larger lifetimes than low-l states, ranging into seconds. This has for example been essential in their use for quantum state tomography in cavity quantum electro-dynamics [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and has recently attracted attention in the context of quantum computing [22, 23] or quantum simulations of spin systems [24] . The price paid for the larger lifetime is * Electronic address: sebastian@iiserb.ac.in a substantially more involved excitation process, which has nonetheless been demonstrated also in an ultracold context [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Here we determine the utility of a regular assembly of atoms in circular Rydberg states for studies of excitationand angular momentum transport as well as a platform for flexible Rydberg aggregates. When working in the quasi-hydrogenic manifold of circular states, the manybody electronic Hilbert space can no longer be conveniently simplified based on energetic separation of undesired states. However dipole-dipole selection rules can still allow simple aggregate state spaces consisting of only the two nearest to circular states listed above, where we will study two choices. These both differ from the electronic states considered in [24] (in the n, n + 2 manifolds), in that interactions are direct and no two-photon transition is required. We then focus strongly on the implications for exploiting atomic motion.
We theoretically demonstrate clean back and forth transfer of angular momentum within a Rydberg dimer due to the underlying Rabi oscillations between circular states. We also show that in this regime transport can be described both quantum-mechanically and classically, showing good agreement. Interactions between Rydberg atoms in circular states thus might be a further interesting avenue for studies of the quantum-classical correspondence principle with Rydberg atoms [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Misalignment of the Rydberg aggregate and the electron orbits is shown to cause decreased contrast of the angular momentum oscillations, that can however be suppressed with small electric fields, as also discussed in [24] for a different choice of states.
We finally explore accessible parameter spaces for Rydberg aggregates based on circular states with the primary focus on flexible Rydberg aggregates (atomic motion), taking into account the main limitations, primarily finite lifetime and adjacent n-manifold mixing for too 1,2 ) for two atoms in circular states with angular momentum pointing fully along the quantisation axiŝ z. Electron orbits are reminiscent of a circular planetary orbit (red toroidal shape). We also indicate nuclear positions and the unit vector along the inter-atomic axisR, its angle with the quantisation axis θR and orbital angles for classical electron positions ϕ1,2. (c) Controlled angular momentum transport on a chain of Rydberg atoms along the z axis can proceed using only two single atom states, | a , | b , among the high angular momentum manifold.
close atomic proximity. We find that flexible aggregates based on circular states offer significantly favorable combinations of lifetime and duration of motional dynamics, despite the weaker interactions, compared to aggregates based on low lying angular momentum states. The number of aggregate atoms could thus be increased to about N agg = 50.
This article is organized as follows: In section II we introduce circular state atoms and their interactions, leading to a model of excitation transfer on a flexible Rydberg chain. Angular momentum Rabi oscillations in a circular Rydberg dimer are presented in section III, and compared to their classical counterpart. The parameter regimes appropriate for the model in section II C are investigated in section IV, and then demonstrated in section V with an example for angular momentum transport in a large flexible aggregates.
II. RYDBERG ATOMS IN CIRCULAR STATES
Consider an electronic Rydberg state with principal quantum number n 10 of an Alkali atom, e.g. 87 Rb. For a given n, we concentrate on the circular or almost circular states with the two highest allowed values of angular momentum l = (n − 1), (n − 2). In both cases, angular momentum shall point as much as possible along the quantisation axis, with azimuthal quantum number m = +l. In the following, we write triplets of quantum numbers | n, l, m for electronic states of atoms. Then our states of main interest are | a = | n, (n − 1), (n − 1) and | b = | n, (n − 2), (n − 2) , the circular and next-tocircular states in the principal quantum number manifold n. They can be interpreted in terms of Bohr like orbits, with the electron encircling the nucleus on a circular (or very slightly elliptical) orbit, giving rise to the electron probability densities shown in FIG. 1b via their isosurfaces, for quantisation axis alongẑ.
We will additionally consider one third state | c = | n + 1, n, n , the fully circular one in the next higher n manifold, all states are sketched in FIG. 1a .
A. Effective life times
The change of angular momentum ∆l = l 2 − l 1 in a spontaneous electric dipole-transition from state 1 to state 2 must fulfill |∆l| = 1, hence circular states must decay towards the ground-state through radiative cascades via the nearest angular momentum state and thus exhibit much longer radiative lifetimes τ in vacuum than lower angular momentum (Rydberg) states. At T = 0 we can use the formula [22, 35] 
for the vacuum lifetime of a circular state in the manifold n, which is based on the rate for the first transition of this cascade. In (1) E H is the Hartree energy and a 0 the Bohr radius. However τ 0 then gets shortened to an effective lifetime τ by black-body radiation (BBR) at temperature T , which accelerates the first step of the cascade by stimulated transitions and may even redistribute electronic population to higher energy states when BBR absorption occurs. We can estimate τ , for T in degrees Kelvin, by
derived in [36] by using sum rules. 
B. Binary interactions
While long lifetimes are an attractive feature for quantum simulations involving Rydberg atoms, such simulations typically rely also on a small accessible electronic state space per atom, such that each atom can, for example, be considered as a (pseudo) spin-1/2 or spin-1 system. This can be realized by Rydberg | s (l=0) or | p (l=1) states of the same principal quantum number, provided the energy gap to the | d state is larger than the dynamical energy scales of the problem, which is frequently the case. In contrast, the high angular momentum states become essentially degenerate approaching Hydrogen states, so simple energetic inaccessibility can no longer be exploited.
However, in principle, interactions can be designed such that still only two circular Rydberg states per atom play a role. This becomes clear by inspection of the dipole-dipole coupling matrix elements, see appendix A and e.g. [37] [38] [39] . These couple only two-body states with the same total azimuthal quantum number M = m 1 +m 2 , as long as the quantisation axisẑ is oriented along the inter-atomic separation R = x 2 − x 1 , where x 1,2 are the coordinates of the nucleii in the two interacting atoms. In that case we haveẑ =R, whereR = R/|R|. Dipoledipole interactions (A1) then couple the two pair states | ab , | ba . However, since these are the only pair states with M = 2n − 3 for the principal quantum number n manifold, they form a closed subspace, as long as interactions are weak enough not to cause mixing of adjacent n manifolds.
It is the main objective of this article to explore the limitations of this simple picture. To this end, we consider the more complete Rydberg-Rydberg interactions that arise when taking into account more states and imperfect axis alignment or adjacent n-manifold mixing. For this we generate a Rydberg dimer HamiltonianĤ pair in matrix form for a fixed atomic separation R and a large range of pair states | (n, l, m) 1 (n , l , m ) 2 in the energetic vicinity of those of interest. In the state notation, (n, l, m) k are quantum numbers pertaining to atom k. Ingredients of the Hamiltonian are all non-interacting pair energies and matrix elements of the dipole-dipole interactions, as discussed in appendix A.
We firstly extract dipole-dipole interactions such as
/R 3 , with R = |R|, see also appendix B. Secondly, we determine van-der-Waals interactions in state | aa by the diagonalization
The interaction potential V n (R) for which
. For simplicity, we neglect spin-orbit interactions throughout this article. Their presence will not cause large quantitative or qualitative changes from the conclusions reached here.
C. Many-body interactions in flexible Rydberg aggregates
Armed with binary interactions inferred as discussed above, we can now reduce the effective electronic state space per atom to include only two states. This then enables us to easily treat a larger number of atoms.
We consider a multi-atom chain as sketched in FIG. 1(b,c) , where all atoms are as much as possible aligned with the quantisation axisẑ. While the angle θ R between the quantisation axis and inter-nuclear axiŝ R is ideally θ R = 0, we will later consider alignment imperfections θ R = 0. In the ideal case, a single "excitation" in the state | b can migrate through coherent quantum hops on a chain of circular Rydberg atoms in | a , as sketched in FIG. 1 
(c).
Note that creating an initial state such as shown, involving two different circular states poses additional challenges not covered by protocols experimentally demonstrated so far. These only manipulate all atoms in an identical fashion. Possible solutions allowing atom specific manipulation may have to utilise electric field gradients and sequential optical excitation for atom selective addressing and could employ optimal coherent control [40] .
A setup as in FIG. 1(c) realizes a Rydberg aggregate [1] . Since the number of excitations is conserved, we can describe the aggregate in the basis | π n = | aa · · · b · · · aa , where only the n'th atom is in the nextto-circular state | b and all others are in | a . This is called the single-excitation manifold. The effective electronic Hamiltonian can then be written asĤ
where the vector X = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . . . ] groups all the individual positions x n of our N atoms, and X nm = |x n − x m |, 1 is the electronic identity matrix 1 = n | π n π n |. The first term in (4) allows excitation transport as discussed above and the second represents van-der-Waals (vdW) interactions between atoms in the | a state. For simplicity we assumed C would make a difference, however see [10] for counter examples.
To describe a flexible aggregate with mobile atoms we solveĤ
and obtain the excitonic Born-Oppenheimer surfaces U n (X) that govern the atomic motion, see [1] .
III. RYDBERG DIMER WITH CIRCULAR STATES
We begin to study angular momentum transport between a pair of Rydberg atoms in circular states for a simple dimer shown in FIG. 1b (7) where (nlm) 1 are quantum numbers of atom 1.
The dimer is initialized in the pair state | Ψ(0) = | ab for the n = 53 manifold. As discussed in section II, dipole-dipole interactions cause transitions to the pair state 
A. Quantum classical correspondence
The angular momentum exchange can also be modeled classically, using Newton's equation for the Rydberg electrons, with results shown in black in FIG. 2a. Further details of these simulations can be found in appendix C. Already the simple model employed reproduces the quantum results almost quantitatively. This is expected for circular Rydberg states, since the number of de-Broglie wavelengths λ dB fitting into one orbital radius r orb equals r orb /λ dB = n in Bohr-Sommerfeld theory, which reduces the importance of quantum effects (wave features) for large n, in accordance with the correspondence principle.
The result indicates the utility of interactions among circular Rydberg atoms to illustrate the correspondence principle in action. Once verified in more detail, classical simulations could then supplement quantum ones in the regime where each atom accesses a large number of electronic states, which are challenging quantum mechanically. 
B. Misalignment of electron orbits and inter-atomic separation
In the remainder of FIG. 2 , we explore how a misalignment of the circular orbits from the interatomic axis, θ R > 0, affects angular momentum transport. For that case M = m 1 +m 2 is no longer conserved in dipole-dipole interactions (see appendix A). Hence a large number of different azimuthal states m = {n − 1, n − 2} become populated. This brings into play additional dipole-dipole interaction matrix elements that cause angular momentum transfer between the two atoms. Since these differ in magnitude, the overall angular momentum oscillations in L 1,2 loose contrast as seen in FIG. 2(b)-(d) Note, that even a relative large misalignment such as θ = 5 o still allows many visible periods of angular momentum oscillations. The coupling to undesired azimuthal state can however be entirely suppressed by the addition of an electric field. This removes the degeneracy of different |m| states through the dc Stark effect [37] . For  FIG. 2d 
presence of the field. While the Rabi frequency is now reduced by a factor of two, since the dipole-dipole interaction couples only the first component of |b to | a , we regain an effective two-level system. Calculations with electric field where streamlined by solving the TDSE only in the most relevant statespace [41] . Suppressing coupling to undesired m-states through an external field was explored in detail in [24] for coupled states from different (next-toadjacent) n-manifolds. Here we now extended these concepts to almost circular states from the same n-manifold.
C. Adjacent n-manifold mixing
So far, we explored one limitation of the simple picture in which only circular states | ab and | ba are considered, namely undesired m-levels mixing in through atomic misalignment. We have shown that this effect can be suppressed using external electric fields.
Another limitation of the simple model arises at too short distances, where state manifolds that differ in principal quantum number n are shifted into each other through strong interactions. We show the resultant spectrum in FIG. 3 , for a much lower principal quantum number (n = 20) than used in FIG. 2, due to computational reasons.
For demonstration, the figure also shows the detrimental effect on angular momentum transport through this state mixing. The right inset shows angular momentum oscillations that are regular at distances where adjacent n-manifolds are energetically separate. However even here the initial state is composed of eigenstates from (3) according to (| φ ab (R) +| φ ba (R) )/ √ 2, where | φ ab denotes the eigenstate ofĤ pair that has the largest overlap with | ab . Oscillations finally become irregular at separations where adjacent n-manifolds mix, shown in the left inset, even when constructing an initial state from four eigenstates similar to the construction above. This effect imposes a minimal separation d min for atoms in a circular Rydberg aggregate, which we define as the distance at which the dipole-dipole shift exceeds the energetic nmanifold separation. The resultant formula is given in appendix D. 
IV. PARAMETER REGIMES FOR CIRCULAR RYDBERG AGGREGATES
After exploring the limitations of the simple model introduced in section II C, which are not problematic for the right choice of atomic positions x n , we now proceed to determine interaction parameters required for the model (4) as discussed in section II B.
A. Determination of interaction constants
For dipole-dipole interactions we extract the matrix elements ab |Ĥ pair | ba and ac |Ĥ pair | ca from the numerical Hamiltonian, and verify the former analytically in appendix B. Nextly we consider van-der-Waals (vdW) interactions for two atoms in the state | a (i.e. the energy of | aa ). We find these by diagonalising a suitable Hamiltonian as a function of atomic separation R, as discussed in section II B and appendix A. All these calculations assume an internuclear axis aligned with the quantisation axisR ẑ, which is enough to determine the scale of interactions in a setting such as FIG. 1c .
All interactions exhibit a characteristic scaling with principal quantum number n: [37] . VdW interaction strengths from Eq. (8) and table I for circular states with n = 48 and n = 50 are in rough agreement with the values given in [24] , the latter calculated at non-zero electric and magnetic fields.
B. Domains for Flexible Rydberg aggregates
Dipole-dipole interactions in the pair | ac substantially exceed those in | ab for the relevant high principal quantum numbers (n > 20), due to the steeper scaling in n. We thus now assume aggregates based on states |π n = | aa · · · c · · · aa , where only the n'th atom is in the state | c and all others in | a , replacing the states | π n in section II C.
With interactions determined, we can follow the approach taken in [1] , to delineate parameter regimes in which circular flexible or static Rydberg aggregates are viable, based on a variety of requirements that are listed in detail in appendix D. The results are shown in FIG. 4 . It is clear that the use of circular Rydberg atoms for studies involving atomic motion offers substantial advantages. However, this is the case only in a cryogenic environment at T ≈ 4 K, since black-body redistribution has a too detrimental effect on the lifetime advantage otherwise. Ideas to suppress spontaneous decay by tuning the electro-magnetic mode structure with a capacitor could improve this situation further [24, 42, 43] .
V. ANGULAR-MOMENTUM TRANSPORT IN LARGE FLEXIBLE RYDBERG AGGREGATES
To illustrate the potential of circular state Rydberg aggregates for studying the coupling between atomic mo- The initial repulsion of atoms 1 and 2 causes subsequent repulsive collisions with the remainder of the atoms, the dislocation thus propagating through the chain. The single excitation is carried along with the positional dislocation with high fidelity. This can be traced back to an adiabatic following of the initial dipole-dipole eigenstate | ϕ rep (X(t)) , see Eq. (6).
We model the process using Tully's surface hopping [44] [45] [46] , described for our specific purposes in [8, 47] . It evolves an electronic aggregate quantum state | Ψ agg (t) = n c n (t)| π n , coupled to the classical Newton equations m RbẌ (t) = −∇ X U s (X(t)) for motion of Rubidium atoms with mass m Rb on the current BornOppenheimer surface U s(t) , see Eq. (6) . Note, that creating the initial electronic state | ϕ rep will pose additional experimental challenges.
The parameters used for the simulation are indicated by the white star in FIG. 4 , and the (one-dimensional) geometry sketched on top of that figure. For these parameters, even N agg = 100 would still allow end-to-end transport within the lifetime, however with long simulation times due to the need for matrix diagonalisation at each time-step. Proposals in [2, 3, 8] were limited by spontaneous decay to about eight Rydberg atoms, even when considering the lighter, and thus more easily accelerated, Lithium atom. The quantum-classical simulation shown in FIG. 5 highlights that for aggregates made of circular states much larger arrays are possible even for the heavier but more common Rubidium atom, and still show adiabatic excitation transport within the system life-time, i.e. well before a single black-body redistribution event is expected. While the multi-trajectory average in FIG. 5b seems to indicate a loss of fidelity for the excitation transport, this is merely due to the different arrival times for different parts of the many-body wavepacket (different trajectories). We inspected many individual quantum-classical trajectories, which all show near unit fidelity of excitation transport through the entire chain.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We assess the utility of arrays of Rydberg atoms in circular and nearly circular angular momentum states for the realisation of flexible Rydberg aggregates. While the motion of circular state Rydberg atoms was considered in [24] as a precursory stage during the creation of regular static arrays, in our work freely moving atoms are the primary focus. These will then allow studying the inter-relationship between atomic motion and excitation or angular momentum transport. Note that the apparatus proposed in [24] would also be highly suitable for such studies.
In a cryogenic environment (suppressing black-body radiation), circular state flexible Rydberg aggregates will allow much larger arrays of atoms to participate in collective motional dynamics despite their inertia, due to the substantially increased lifetimes. For example, adiabatic excitation transport with high fidelity on chains of as many as N agg = 50 atoms appears feasible. In the future we will explore the application of this phenomenon for use as a data-bus in circular Rydberg atom based quantum computing architectures [22, 23] .
We also demonstrate a case where interacting circular Rydberg atoms can be quite well described using the classical Newton's equations for the Rydberg electrons in a manifestation of the correspondence principle. Both quantum and classical calculations exhibit comparable coherent angular momentum oscillations in a pair of circular Rydberg atoms. More detailed comparisons using more involved classical phase space distributions and quantum wave packets, larger numbers of atoms or more involved geometries could be an interesting exploration of the extent of the correspondence principle. A classical treatment of interactions could then benefit from secular perturbation theory techniques also used in planetary orbital mechanics.
Appendix A: Circular Rydberg interactions
We assume the inter-atomic interactions are entirely based on the dipole-dipole component of the electrostatic Hamiltonian (in atomic units)
where r 1,2 denote the position of the Rydberg electron in atom 1, 2 relative to their parent nucleii, and R = R/R is a unit vector along the inter-atomic separation R = x 2 − x 1 , with R = |R|, see FIG. 1b . We thus ignore wave-function overlap, core-polarisation or higher order multipoles, as is typical for Rydberg-Rydberg interactions.
We then cast (A1) into a matrix form using pair states | n 1 , l 1 , m 1 1 ⊗ | n 2 , l 2 , m 2 2 in a truncated Hilbertspace, in which all pair-states are energetically close to those for which we want to determine Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. As usual, the position space representation is written as r 1 | n 1 , l 1 , m 1 = R n1l1 (r 1 )Y l1,m1 (θ 1 , ϕ 1 )/r 1 , where Y are spherical harmonics, and (r 1 , θ 1 , ϕ 1 ) the 3D spherical polar coordinates of electron one with respect to its nucleus.
Matrix elements of (A1) are
see also [38] . Here θ R , ϕ R are the polar angles ofR in the 3D spherical coordinate system defining n, l, m, 1m 1 , 1m 2 | 2µ the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient coupling two constituent angular momenta (l = 1, m = m 1,2 ) to a total angular momentum (L = 2, M = µ) and the integrals in the last line involve now a single electronic co-ordinate and three spherical harmonics each.
Evaluating these as in [48] , we use
where terms in brackets denote Wigner 3j symbols. The d n1,l1;n 1 ,l 1 = ∞ 0 r R n1,l1 (r)R n 1 ,l 1 (r)dr in (A2) are radial matrix elements, determined via the Numerov method including modifications of the Coulomb potential due to the core as in [49] . To avoid instabilities, the solutions R(r) are set to zero inside the inner classical turning point for large l.
When considering interactions within an external electric field of strength E, we describe the field through single body matrix elements 
To obtain vdW interaction potentials, the resultant dimer HamiltonianĤ pair =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ dd is diagonalized as a function of separation R, see (3) and e.g. FIG. 3 . Here, the non-interacting Hamiltonian isĤ 0 = α1,α2 (E α1 + E α2 )| α 1 α 2 α 1 α 2 |, where the α group all electronic labels, such as α 1 = {n, l, m} with E α1 = E n1,l1,m1 = −Ry/(n 1 − δ n1,l1 ) 2 . Then Ry is the Rydberg constant and δ n,l the quantum defect taken from [49, 50] . For transport simulations, the restricted basis Hamiltonian is constructed at a fixed separation R 0 and then used in the time-dependent Schrödinger equation.
A recent numerical package for these sort of calculations is described in [51] . For low lying state interaction, also perturbation theory can be used [52] .
Appendix B: Calculation of dipole-dipole interaction constants
For circular states of Alkali atoms, the wave function overlap with the core becomes so small that the use of Hydrogen wave functions Ψ(r k , θ k , ϕ k ) = R nl (r k )Y lm (θ k , ϕ k )/r k , where k ∈ {1, 2} numbers the atom, becomes highly justified. We can then determine e.g. C See [22] for analytical results for the | aa ↔ | cc dipolematrix elements, where | c = | n − 1, n − 2, n − 2 .
